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FREE PELICAN 
POSTER INSIDE!

Holiday Stock-Up Issue 
Shop New & Best Selling Products from 
Mechanix Wear, Real Avid, Hogue & More

KROLL BRAND OF THE YEAR

HOLOSUN
Solar Failsafe
TechnologyMAPCOP

PROTECT YOUR BRAND
FREE 15 DAY TRIAL
NO CREDIT CARD REQUIRED



YOUR 
NEXT 
OPTIC

Holosun AEMS combines a large field of 
view in a compact, lightweight package. 
AEMS has double the glass surface area and 
is 11% shorter than standard 20mm micro 
style optics and weighs just 3.9oz. AEMS is 
equipped with Holosun innovations like Solar 
Failsafe, Shake Awake, Multi-reticle System, 
and up to 50k hour battery life. AEMS features 
a 7075-aluminum housing with removable, 
clear, flip-down lens covers. The included 
lower 1/3 co-witness mount is removable 
providing adaptability across multiple 
firearms platforms.

7075 ALUMINUM HOUSING

INTRODUCING 

REMOVABLE 1.63” MOUNT

HOLOSUN.COM

REMOVABLE, 
CLEAR, 
FLIP-DOWN 
LENS COVERS



† 3rd party selling restricted.
*Offers and prices are subject to change without notification. Based on availability; limited quantities, while supplies last. 
Cannot be combined with additional offers unless otherwise specified. Account must be in good standing to participate. Potential margin calculations based on sale at MAP, if MAP: is not listed, 
margin is based on sale at MSRP. Additional costs may apply for larger apparel sizes and/or various color options. 
Firearms purchases may not be transacted online. Must contact your Account Manager at 586-739-9200 to order. A valid Federal Firearms License (FFL) is required for purchase. Applies to first 
responder program or individual officer program firearms only.
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WHAT’S

ON THE COVER
Holosun AEMS combines the large glass of full-sized red dot optics in a smaller, compact package. At just 54mm 
long AEMS is 11% shorter than a standard 20 mm micro style optic and weighs 3.9 oz without a mount. A removable 
picatinny mount allows the user to swap the included lower 1/3 co-witness mount for other options providing 
adaptability across multiple firearms platforms

YOUR 
NEXT 
OPTIC

Holosun AEMS combines a large field of 
view in a compact, lightweight package. 
AEMS has double the glass surface area and 
is 11% shorter than standard 20mm micro 
style optics and weighs just 3.9oz. AEMS is 
equipped with Holosun innovations like Solar 
Failsafe, Shake Awake, Multi-reticle System, 
and up to 50k hour battery life. AEMS features 
a 7075-aluminum housing with removable, 
clear, flip-down lens covers. The included 
lower 1/3 co-witness mount is removable 
providing adaptability across multiple 
firearms platforms.

7075 ALUMINUM HOUSING

INTRODUCING 

REMOVABLE 1.63” MOUNT

HOLOSUN.COM

REMOVABLE, 
CLEAR, 
FLIP-DOWN 
LENS COVERS
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© 2021 STREAMLIGHT, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

STREAMLIGHT.COM/TLR-10

Low-Profile, Rail-Mounted Tactical Light.
The TLR-10™ with integrated red laser includes customized ambidextrous rear switches 

with either a low or high position to match your shooting style. Plus it features a rail clamp 

designed to rapidly and safely attach/detach from full frame weapons.

1000 LUMENS          |          RED LASER          |          HIGH AND LOW SWITCHES          |          TWO CR123A BATTERIES
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HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA SINCE 1969 
galcoholsters.com

CORVUS™



Features and Benefits:

• MAP Monitoring That Never Rests

• Real-Time Violation Snapshots

• Violation History

• Streamlined Enforcement

• Advanced Reseller Identification

• Automated Email Logs and Notes

• Easy Product Setup

• MAP Report Emails

• Phone and Email Support

• Competitive Pricing

MAPCOP Has The Features You Need
to Make MAP Monitoring Easy

TRY FOR

FREEFREE
FOR 15 DAYS

NO CREDIT 
CARD REQUIRED

Learn more at mapcop.com  •  (586) 997-8010
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MAPCOP Makes It Easy To Protect
Your Brand Against MAP Violators
Your brand is your company's most valuable asset. 
While the digital marketplace offers amazing 
opportunity to build your brand, it can also tarnish 
it if not properly safeguarded. Minimum Advertised 
Pricing (MAP) is one of the ways companies provide 
stability and price protection for their brand, but  
it is difficult to police in the internet jungle. 
 Unrestricted price competition in this day and
age can wreck a brand. The race to the pricing bottom
destroys profit margins, kills a brands image, and 
can lead to reduced product and service quality as 
companies attempt to lower prices even further.  
A high-end brand can quickly be run it into the 
ground as a bottom shelf product without a strongly  
enforced MAP policy. 
 No marketplace is more threatening in this 
scenario than Amazon, where it is often a race to
the bottom on pricing, many sellers flagrantly violate
manufacturer's MAP policy. Everyone recognizes 
policing these violations is critical to maintain brand 
integrity. The problem is policing policy in an easy 
and timely manner has been challenging. 
 Kroll has recognized this challenge and has 
a great solution. Kroll acquired MapCop as a part 
of our brand protection strategy. We care about our 
vendors and the products that we sell. In order to 
protect the online market place from plummeting 
prices and eroding the brands we sell we need to 
protect MAP. This is where MAPCOP comes in;
MAPCOP is a full MAP monitoring service. Everyday,
multiple times a day our website crawls the internet 
(hundreds of thousands of websites) looking for 
MAP policy violators. Once found, these violations 
are screened for accuracy and saved for you to view. 
MapCop's software has state of the art program-
ming that is up to date on all the walls put up by 
Amazon and is constantly improving.   

Dealer Partners:
Our dealers are constantly getting undercut  
by online sellers for many of the products we  
distribute. MAPCOP continually works with the 
manufactures to keep a level playing field on  
products being sold on 3rd party websites. 
At Kroll, we utilize restrictions in our system to 
make sure these dealers can’t get product that they 
are not authorized by the manufacturer to receive, 
there by keeping the street price where it needs to 
be. MAPCOP is one tool we use to make sure the 
product doesn’t get to where it shouldn’t. 

Manufacturer Partners:
Do you have a MAP policy? If so, are you enforcing 
it? If not, why not?  If you don’t know already, MAP 
policies are programs that manufacturers can use  
to limit their retailers from advertising products  
below a set pricing structure. When retailers violate 
their MAP policy agreements, it can severely damage 
your brand and lead to loss of sales and good  
customer relations. Ensuring that our retailers  
comply with MAP policies is one of the most  
important benefits that Kroll brings to the  
distribution channel.
 To protect your brand you need a MAP policy. 
Pricing power is so important that investor Warren 
Buffett called it the single most important element 
in evaluating a business. 
 Retailers will not enforce a MAP policy that 
a manufacturer does not enforce themselves. The 
time and financial investment a retailer faces are 
the same as the manufacturer when enforcing 
a MAP policy, yet a retailer may actually benefit 
occasionally from breaking MAP. Not to mention 
that it would be almost impossible for a retailer 
monitoring on their own to catch all of the violators. 
Retailers mostly focus on their biggest competition 
when looking for violators. Many MAP violations are 
short-term through flash sales, seasonal pricing 
and other limited-time offers and as such fly under 
the radar with violations.
 MAPCOP can enforce the policy with your 
retailers in our full service model or we can provide 
you the information and empower you to  
do this on your own through our fully customizable 
enforcement portal. Daily screen shots and  
evidence are taken with each violation to ensure you 
not only have the proof you need to enforce your 
policy but are legally protected when cutting ties 
with retailers who aren’t playing by the rules. Our 
customer friendly interface gives you the ability  
to run MAP holidays, change MAP pricing, add up  
to thousands of SKU’s and track the number of  
violations per retailer along with the percentage 
they are violating. 
 If you are interested in this service, we offer 
24/7 Customer Service. No task is too big or small. 
MAPCOP is here to support you and answer any 
questions you may have. A free two-week demo is 
available to new customers who want to see  
MAPCOP in action and what we can offer. Please 
reach out to us on our contact page at mapcop.com 
or by phone at (586) 997-8010 for a free quote and 
demo today. If you mention the Kroll Advantage, 
the set up fee will be waived.
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WiedpacTM | Wide Opening Access
WidepacTM system allows generous access to the 
reservoir opening. Easy to fill with liquid or ice. 
Featuring airtight seal, smooth slider operation, 
quick draining, cleaning & drying.

Grunge GuardTM

Grunge GuardTM Technology inhibits bacteria growth  
on the reservoir and drinking tube surfaces for the  
life of system. Technology utilizes FDA approved 
and EPA-registered anti-microbial agent.

SourceTacticalGear.com

BETTER BY 
TECHNOLOGY

Glass LikeTM

Glass-LikeTM Technology prevents bio-film build up.  
Glass-LikeTM film is 2000% smother than standard PU  
film with virtually no difference from glass itself.

SourceTacticalGear
9



RUGGED PERFORMANCE.  
RELENTLESS SPEED.

DP-PRO



Meet Leupold’s DeltaPoint Pro NV (Night Vision). 
A renowned reflex sight with improved night vision 
compatibility, new adjustable brightness settings, 
and a sleek tactical finish.

The DeltaPoint Pro NV is proof that you don’t have  
to compromise performance on a small sight. It  
supports modern night vision devices with 10 
brightness settings, including two that fine-tune the 
red dot to match the sensitivity of your night vision 
equipment. Leupold also added a customizable 
brightness setting at the red dot’s top end. This 
makes it easier to quickly max out the intensity of 
your dot when conditions are at their brightest. So if 
you’re moving between an indoor environment and 
bright sunlight, you won’t miss a beat.

This extremely versatile sight has an easy-access 
battery compartment, so you don’t have to re-zero 
after a battery change, and it also has click  
adjustments for more precision. An incredibly wide 
field of view and crystal-clear glass dominate the 
competition, while the rugged aluminum housing 
and protective steel shroud ensure it will perform  
in the harshest conditions.

“Shooters asked for an adaptable red dot sight that 
could support modern white phosphorous night 
vision equipment, we delivered that with the  
DeltaPoint Pro NV,” said Tim Lesser, Vice President 
of Product Development for Leupold & Stevens, 
Inc. “The DP-Pro is the fastest, toughest red dot on 
the market. The original model was compatible with 
night vision configurations — but not optimal for 
newer high-intensity devices. The NV model ensures 
that you’ll be able to call on the DeltaPoint’s  
unparalleled performance no matter what gear 
you’re running.”

The DP-Pro was made for men and women who rely 
on their equipment to perform when it matters most. 
Its compact design is lightweight and rugged and 
won’t get in your way in the field, while its sight  
picture is second to none. Like all Leupold red  
dots and riflescopes, it’s designed, machined, and  
assembled in the USA and guaranteed for life.

PROVEN RELIABILITY. MORE PERFORMANCE. 
Relentless performance requires that Leupold 
constantly push its products to their limits and find 
what works, what doesn’t, and what you need to be 
successful in the field. Leupold pushed past the 
limits of modern red dots and developed a sight that 
supports the most advanced technologies on the 
market today.

NIGHT VISION SETTINGS 
To keep pace with the evolution of technology,  
Leupold improved the night vision capability of  
its original red dot sight to support modern white  
phosphor equipment. The DeltaPoint Pro NV  
features two new night vision settings that are adjust-
able, allowing shooters to fine-tune their red dot to 
match the sensitivity of their night vision equipment.

BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTMENT SETTING 
When conditions are bright, you need a red dot that’s 
even brighter. Now, shooters can adjust their sight’s 
brightest illumination setting to match their current 
conditions.

FLAT DARK EARTH 
The DeltaPoint Pro NV also comes in a sleek, flat 
dark earth finish that matches multiple major firearm 
platforms.

IMAGE QUALITY 
The glass eliminates distortion and color variance, so 
you get a crystal-clear image with a crisp red dot at 
the center.

FIELD-OF-VIEW 
When you look through this sight, you’ll notice the 
housing almost disappears, creating a wide-open 
field of view that opens up your peripherals.

RUGGED RELIABILITY 
Pistol recoil is no joke, so Leupold built an impact 
simulation machine that ended up breaking the  
concrete floor it was bolted to. This little red dot  
held its own, test after test, with no issue.

A RED DOT WITH A TRACK RECORD 
The DeltaPoint Pro NV embodies innovation. 
Leupold saw other companies making smaller red 
dots with issues and thought, “We can do better.” So 
they did. The DP-Pro NV proves that you don’t have 
to compromise on performance to make a reliable 
small red dot sight.

For more information, go to Leupold.com.

Leupold’s DeltaPoint Pro NV: 
A Night & Day Difference

RUGGED PERFORMANCE.  
RELENTLESS SPEED.

DP-PRO
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BEST SELLERS FROM

Packs & Bags Ready for a Lifetime of Use with Lifetime Warranty
Designed for Everyday Civilians & the Hardest Working Professionals

46%
AVG. DEALER

MARGIN

Tourniquet Pouch w/ 
Medical Shears Slot
OD Green, Coyote, Red, Black
VDT20-12170
MSRP $7.95 | Your Price $3.94

M4/AK 47 Mag Pouch
VDT20-7218
MSRP $19.95 | MAP $16.95
Your Price $12.14

Roll Up Shooter’s Mat
Coyote, Black, OD Green
VDT06-84060
MSRP $99.95
MAP $84.95
Your Price $51.15

36” Padded Weapons Case
VDT15-761301000
MSRP $179.99 | MAP $152.95 | Your Price $97.42

Single Weapons Case
VDT15-01690 • Black, Coyote, OD Green
MSRP $79.95 | MAP $67.95 | Your Price $40.81

42” Deluxe Padded Weapon Case with 6 Locks
VDT15-96480
MSRP $184.95 | MAP $157.95 | Your Price $107.97

46%
AVG. DEALER

MARGIN

IN STOCK
No Wait Times

BACKED BY A GUARANTEED LIFETIME WARRANTY
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32%
DEALER
MARGIN

NEW Enhanced Trauma Aid Kits
The Eleven 10® ETAK (Enhanced Trauma Aid Kit) is designed to hold critical  
medical items with the first responder and tactical officer in mind. Compact  
and durable, this kit has all of the essentials, and is made with premium,  
duty-proven materials.

E10-3021
RIGID TQ Case for C-A-T Gen 7
Available in Plain & Basketweave
Black, Rescue Orange,  
Multicam, Ranger Green,  
High Gloss Black, Coyote
MSRP $39.99 | MAP $37.99
Your Price $27.83

E10-3011
RIGID TQ Case for  
SOFTT/SOFTT-W
Available in Plain &  Basketweave
Black, Coyote, Ranger Green, 
Black Multicam
MSRP $39.99 | MAP $37.99
Your Price $27.83

E10-7009-BLK
Glove Pouch with 
2 FREE Pairs of 
Gloves Included
MSRP $14.99 | MAP $14.24
Your Price $10.38

E10-SOFTT
SOF Tactical Tourniquet
Black, Rescue Orange
Wide & Regular Size 
Available
MSRP $29.93 | MAP $29.93
Your Price $27.30

ETAK Kit Content SOLD Separately
E10-ETAK-QC
MSRP $74.44 | MAP $70.72 | Your Price $68.48 
Coyote, Mulitcam, Ranger Green, Black 
(Additional Pricing for Multicam)

KIT INCLUDES: 
H (1)   Eleven 10® Compact Medical  

Trauma Dressing 4˝
H (1) QuikClot Combat Gauze LE 
H (1) Nitrile Exam Gloves - Pair, Size L 
H (1) Eleven 10® Frog Tape 
H (1)  North American Rescue Hyfin Vent Compact Chest 

Seal, Twin Pack
H (1) 4˝ ChemLight Light Stick 
H (1) 5.5˝ Trauma Shears

E10-7100
ETAK Tear-Away Pouch (Pouch Only)
MSRP $54.99 | MAP $52.24 | Your Price $37.25

E10-7101
ETAK Fixed Platform Pouch (Pouch Only)
MSRP $38.99 | MAP $37.04 | Your Price $26.95

ETAK Kit Content SOLD Separately
E10-ETAK-QC
MSRP $74.44 | MAP $70.72  | Your Price $68.48
Coyote, Mulitcam, Ranger Green, Black 
(Additional Pricing for Multicam)

KIT INCLUDES: 
H (1)  Eleven 10® Compact Medical Trauma Dressing 4˝
H (1) QuikClot Combat Gauze LE 
H (1) Nitrile Exam Gloves - Pair, Size L 
H (1) Eleven 10® Frog Tape 
H (1)  North American Rescue Hyfin Vent Compact 

Chest Seal, Twin Pack
H (1) 4˝ ChemLight Light Stick 
H (1) 5.5˝ Trauma Shears



Trauma is the leading cause of death  
for those age 40 and under. Within those 
unfortunate deaths, 40 percent is due 
to uncontrolled bleeding. With the right 
tools at the right time, up to 20 percent 
of those lives could be saved with  
effective bleeding control efforts. That 
has the potential of saving 30,000 peo-
ple! Why not give our First Responders 
and those in harm’s way the right tools 
for the job? Give them their best chance 
at getting home. On body Tourniquet carry has become the standard. Rapid access to 
Self-Aid / Buddy Aid Medical Gear gives you the best chance of survival at the point of 
wounding, Eleven 10® and helps you keep that gear right there with you. Eleven 10®, based 
in Cleveland, Ohio, is a manufacturer of high-quality Self-Aid/Buddy-AidMedical Gear that 
is proudly made in the USA. We were founded by 2 brothers: a former Reconnaissance 
Marine and current tactical paramedic, the other is a longtime police officer and an active 
SWAT commander. This gives us the unique insight of MIL/LE Special Operations, trauma 
medicine, and the street cop. We’ve taken our personal experiences and designed  
medical carrying equipment based on the lessons learned from the streets of America  
and the conflicts in the Middle East.
 Our approach to self-aid gear is less is more. We produce some of the most  
streamlined and efficient kits on the market. Our kits are designed by non-medics  
(with some valuable input from doctors and medics) to ensure that they are easy to  
use with minimal training. The end goal is to make sure you have the right equipment  
to make it home to your family.
 We get asked quite frequently “What does Eleven 10® mean?”. Eleven 10® was named 
in respect of the birthday of the United States Marine Corps, November 10, 1775. Once a 
Marine, always a Marine. Right there with you.

When it comes to 
traumatic injuries, 
seconds matter 
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WWW.TANNERITE.COM

• INCREASE ACCURACEY
• LOUD REPORT
• LOAD YOUR OWN 40 SHOTS

SAVE 10% ONLINE . USE COUPON CODE: ONTARGET AT CHECKOUT

REACTIVE  SHOT INDICATOR
TARGETS

Sniper Shot Series Targets

Made in the USA. 

ORIGINAL . PATENTED .
BINARY REACTIVE
TARGETS!

THE



Uniform dealers and distributors have all the same 
demands of regular apparel retailers. Plus, uniform 
dealers face the addition of significant customer 
service requirements related to uniform program 
product decorations, customer purchasing rules 
by account, and the need for enormous product 
knowledge.
 The North-American Association of Uniform 
Manufacturers & Distributors (NAUMD) can help. 
The NAUMD helps educate members, build  
supplier relationships, and present your company  
as a trusted expert.

Train Your Employees
Uniform, image apparel and public safety equip-
ment employees need to speak intelligently to all 
types of customers. One minute they are helping 
several transportation employees, then a group of 
law enforcement professionals and then in walks 
the regional manager at a restaurant chain. Dealers 
need their staff to know what each customer will 
be asking about, and how to best suggest new or 
already specified merchandise.
 “Members send their employees to listen to  
our webinars and podcasts. They always tell me 
something they learned about the industry. It’s why 
many companies are members,” says Rick Levine, 
Executive Director of the NAUMD.

Create Supplier Partners
The suppliers and manufacturers who are  
members of the NAUMD have the experience to 
assist uniform dealers of every size and market  
segment. Distributors want to be into partnership 
with suppliers, moving beyond just having an 
account and open credit. The NAUMD works to  
encourage members to work more directly with 
each other. The NAUMD annual trade show, in 
particular, is attended by the principals at uniform, 
image apparel and equipment supplies.
 “So many dealers have built the best relation-
ships with their suppliers over the years through 
NAUMD. Hands down,” explains Levine.
 The NAUMD is in fact having their 2021 NAUMD 
Convention & Exposition on October 24 to 26, 2021 
in San Diego. There will be three hundred industry 
members in attendance from dozens of leading 
brands. Consider attending, networking with key 
suppliers and gaining a competitive advantage.

Become Trusted Experts
Every distributor wants to sell more, of course. And 
in today’s world, uniform purchasers certainly have
choices on where to buy their apparel and equipment.
Dealers that are considered experts in the markets 
they serve win more accounts and retain more cus-
tomers over time. By showcasing their membership 

and aligning with the NAUMD core values, member 
dealers are telling prospects and customers alike 
they are committed to this industry, have expertise, 
and their company is a trusted vendor.
 “We see many websites and RFP responses 
including membership in the NAUMD and other trade
associations. Prospects ask our members about it, 
and they are more able to present themselves as 
industry experts based on the membership.”
 Finally, distributors will not want to miss the 
Best Dressed Public Safety Awards®. This prestigious 
annual award is given to both large and small  
agencies and departments. Winners enjoy the  
recognition and participating distributors appreciate 
the publicity.

For more information, visit naumd.com.

Training, Relationships and Greater 
Sales of Uniforms and Image Apparel, 
that’s the NAUMD

2021 NAUMD
Convention & Exposition

October 24 to 26
San Diego, California
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Belts :

1 3/4” Belt
6505: 10-12 Oz (Hvy)
6605: 8-9 Oz (Reg)

1 1/2” Belt
6582: 10-12 Oz (Hvy)
6606: 8-9 Oz (Reg)

1 1/4” Belt
6580: 10-12 Oz (Hvy)
6607: 8-9 Oz (Reg)

:

2 1/4” Duty Belt
6501: 14-16 Oz (Hvy)

1 3/4” Belt/
0-12 Oz

O

1/4” Belt
2 Oz

Badge Cases & Holders

Neck Chain ID Holder
400

Neck Chain ID Holder
Neck, Pocket, and Belt

450

3.75” Circle Recessed
Badge Holder w/ Clip

600

Oval Recessed
Badge Holder w/ Clip

700

Universal 
Badge Holder
5840 & 5841

5840

5841

Firefighter Police

5595
559695 6

Streamlight Stinger 2020 
Flashlight Holders

Suspenders
9177

Universal & Radio 
Specific Holders

Radio Straps
6543

Anti-Sway Straps
5492

5611
RC

5611
RC15

- Belt Keepers
- Key Holders
- Baton Holders
- Flashlight Holders
- Chemical Holders
- Handcuff Cases
- Ammunition Holders
- Holsters
- Shoulder Mic Straps
- Radio Holders

Police Accessories

In 
Partnership

With

1801 Eastwood Drive Sterling, IL 61081
Phone: (800) 733-1492
Fax: (800) 856-1650
info@bostonleather.com

USA
SINCE 1938

MADE IN

Fine Leather Belts and Accessories

https://www.krollcorp.com/brands/boston-leather.htmlFine Leather Belts and Accessories
www.bostonleather.com

Police Firefighting Workwear Postal



US: 800.222.4296  |  WWW.MECHANIX.COM
TACTICAL HAND PROTECTION

#mechanix

FASTFIT® COVERT M-PACT® COVERT
Make an M-Pact® in the field. The next generation 

of M-Pact tactical gloves protect military and law 

enforcement professionals with EN 13594 rated impact 

protection. Take control with 0.8mm synthetic leather 

and stay connected with touchscreen technology in the 

palm of your hands. The M-Pact features D3O® palm 

padding to dissipate high-impact energy and reduce 

hand fatigue when you’re fully engaged.

The next generation of FastFit® tactical gloves are here. 

Take control with high-dexterity 0.6mm synthetic leather 

and stay connected with full touchscreen technology 

in the palm of your hands. The FastFit delivers an 

unmatched fit with TrekDry™ evaporative cooling, and 

rugged carrier loops for storage in the field.

FEATURES FEATURES

ORIGINAL® COVERT

Form-fitting TrekDry® helps keep your hands cool 

and comfortable.

Adjustable Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) wrist 

closures create a secure fit.

Reinforced thumb and index finger improve 

durability.

The Original® tactical glove revolutionized the hand 

protection industry with its versatility and anatomical 

design. Rugged 0.8mm synthetic leather infused 

with touchscreen technology creates the perfect 

blend of dexterity and durability. Breathable TrekDry® 

conforms to the back of your hands to help keep you 

cool and comfortable in the field. The Original delivers 

unmatched fit, feel and functionality so you can focus 

on what lies down range.

FEATURES

 1

2

 3

Breathable TrekDry® keeps your hands cool and 

comfortable.

Stretch-elastic cuffs create a secure fit.

Pinched fingertip construction improves fingertip 

strength and durability.

Anatomically designed two-piece palm eliminates 

material bunching.

 1

2

 3

4

Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) impact protection 

meets EN 13594 impact standard.

Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) pinch-point fingertip 

protection.

Breathable TrekDry® keeps your hands cool and 

comfortable.

D3O® palm padding absorbs impact and vibration.

 1

2

 3

4

MW Kroll Winter issue - MG FFTAB MPT.indd   1MW Kroll Winter issue - MG FFTAB MPT.indd   1 9/3/21   8:20 AM9/3/21   8:20 AM
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BEST SELLING FIREARM ACCESSORIES AND 
DUTY GEAR TO STOCK UP FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Wrapter Adhesive Grips
Available for GLOCK and SIG SAUER P320
Available in Rubber and Grit Texture
• Heavy grit feel -renowned Hogue rubber feel
• Ultra Thin Profile – 30% thinner than a credit card
•  Engineered to conform to the exact contours of your firearm frame
• Multi-piece design provides optimal coverage
Check krollcorp.com for specific gun fits and inventory

HandALL Beavertail Grip Sleeve
• Gentle palm swells fit comfortably in hand
• Finger grooves naturally position fingers for optimal grip
•  Textured with Hogue’s famous Cobblestone™ pattern for increased comfort 

and grip 
Available for GLOCK, SIG SAUER P320, P365, & P365XL
Check krollcorp.com for specific gun fits and inventory
 

POPULAR Laser Enhanced Grip Red Laser
Available for 1911 Govt. Model, S&W J-Frame Round Butt, and Ruger LCR 
Natural grip button activation
• Windage and elevation adjustment screws
• Frame plates are fastened to the frame as the grip fits over the plates
• Finger grooves naturally position fingers for optimal grip
MSRP $189.95 | MAP $161.46 | Your Price $123.47
Check krollcorp.com for specific gun fits and inventory

AR-15/M16 OverMolded 
Collapsible Buttstock 
(Fits Mil Spec Buffer Tube Black)
HOG-15040 MSRP $59.95 MAP $50.96 Your Price $36.31
POPULAR Laser Enhanced Grip Red Laser
Available for 1911 Govt. Model, S&W J-Frame Round Butt, and Ruger LCR
MSRP $189.95 | MAP $161.46 | Your Price $123.47
• Natural grip button activation
• Windage and elevation adjustment screws
•  Frame plates are fastened to the frame as the grip fits over the plates
• Finger grooves naturally position fingers for optimal grip 
Check krollcorp.com for specific gun fits and inventory
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Incursion 3.9” 
(Satin Blade/Black Handle)
HOG-54060-EXLKRL
MSRP $329.95
MAP $280.46
Your Price $196.75

Mini Incursion 3.1” 
(Satin Blade/Black Handle)
HOG-54070-EXLKRL
MSRP $309.95
MAP $263.46
Your Price $184.82

Mini Incursion 3.1” 
(Black Blade/Black Handle)
HOG-54076-EXLKRL
MSRP $329.95
MAP $280.46
Your Price $196.75

Kroll’s Exclusive Hogue OTF Automatic Knife
Available in Standard and Mini Sizes
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Choose QQuality
with our 

Comp-Tac® initially designed the Comp-Tac® initially designed the 
Q-Line   as  a  multi-gun  holster.  In Q-Line   as  a  multi-gun  holster.  In 
today’s market, our Q-Line today’s market, our Q-Line 
series is able to carry over 85% series is able to carry over 85% 
of handguns in just 4 sizes of of handguns in just 4 sizes of 
holsters no matter how you carry.holsters no matter how you carry.

QI Holster
Inside-the-waistband, 

cant-adjustable holster 
made from 100% 

aircraft-grade Kydex® 
to ensure comfortable carry.

QB Holster
Ouside-the-waistband holster 

that is great for 
law enforcement, range use, 

competition or concealed carry. 
Comp-Tac designed the 
mounting options to be 

compatible for belt mount, 
MOLLE, or thigh platforms.

QH Holster
The perfect hybrid holster that combines a 

comfortable leather backing, with a smooth 
Kydex® Shell. 

www.comp-tac.comwww.comp-tac.com

Q-Line SeriesQ-Line Series



REALAVID.COM

Introducing the Mack-Daddy of pistol sight pushers, downgrading lesser instruments to the back 
of the bench. The oversize Easy Torque Handle™ powers the finely threaded Magnum Push Rod™ 
delivering maximum torque with minimal effort. Get a grip and keep it, in the Safe Lock™ Anti-
Torsion Frame and the beefy Ergonomic Control Grip™. The Master Sight Pusher™ cradles both 
1911 and striker-fire slides and the Reversable Press Block™ fits most press-fit dovetail slots 
and sight profiles making short work of sight change-outs. Upgrade to Master Grade!   

MASTER SIGHT PUSHER®

PUSH IT. PUSH IT GOOD...
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Lucas is one of the most trusted hi-performance oil brands on the market!

Extreme Duty 
Gun Oil 1 oz. 
LUC-10875
MSRP $6.49
Your Price $3.88

Extreme Duty Gun 
Oil 1 oz. (Case of 20)
LUC-10875-20
MSRP $103.25
Your Price $77.44

Extreme Duty Gun 
Oil 1 Gallon
LUC-10876
MSRP $97.49
Your Price $59.84

Extreme Duty CLP
LUC-10915 
MSRP $7.99
Your Price $5.03

Applicator Bottle
1 fl oz.
LUC-10879
MSRP $5.49
Your Price $3.25

The Original 
Gun Oil 2 oz. 
LUC-10006
MSRP $4.49
Your Price $2.30

Gun Metal Polish 
16 oz. 
LUC-10880
MSRP $15.99
Your Price $8.43

Extreme Duty Gun
Grease - 1 fl oz. 
LUC-10889
MSRP $11.49
Your Price $6.98

Extreme Duty 
CLP 11 oz. 
(Case of 12)
LUC-10916-12
MSRP $107.60
Your Price $80.70

Heavy Duty Mining
Fishing Reel Oil - 1 oz. 
LUC-10690
MSRP $6.49
Your Price $3.88

Extreme Duty  
Gun Oil 4 oz. 
LUC-10877 
MSRP $10.49
Your Price $5.91

Extreme Duty Gun 
Grease 1 oz. (Case of 6)
LUC-10889-6
MSRP $55.75
Your Price $41.81



OUTDOOR

ALL HUSTLE, NO BUSTLE
Incredibly fast, one-handed open.

DESIGNED IN SEATTLE. 
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE. RELENTLESS BY DESIGN. SOGKNIVES.COM Jordan Rosen

@jordanrosenphotography

AEGIS AT
An assisted opening folding knife that brings out the adverbs. 
It's incredibly fast to open. It's exceptionally rugged. 
It's innovatively designed. It's comfortably carried. 
It's easy to open with either hand.

Designed with insights from those who play and work 
hard in the outdoors, Aegis AT has a CYRO D2 steel blade, 
an ergonomic handle and SOG's patented AT-XR Lock 
that delivers unrivaled lock-up strength.

Made for the mountains, lakes and woods.

ASSISTED OPEN
AT-XR LOCK
Powerful XR locking 
mechanism with built-in 
blade locking safety.

AMBIDEXTROUS DESIGN 
Operate with either hand, 
including spine-mounted safety.

CRYO D2

CRYOGENICALLY 
HARDENED STEEL
CRYO D2 tool steel has 
superior edge retention 
and durability.

HIGH-GRIP HANDLE
Light-weight, high-strength, 
abrasion and impact resistant.

BLACK + MOSS

FOREST + MOSS

RESCUE RED + INDIGO

INDIGO + ACID
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Real Avid, the leader in DIY for Guns®, expands their 
smart gunsmithing tools with the introduction of the 
new Master Sight Pusher™. This innovative tool is  
designed to remove and install press-fit pistol sights 
easily and safely. The Master Sight Pusher is a  
professional grade tool that makes quick work out of 
replacing or upgrading pistol sights. This modern  
gunsmithing tool is heavy-duty, built to last, and 
smartly designed to work with almost all modern pistol 
sights and slides. The oversized, ergonomic Easy 
Torque Handle™ partners with extra-fine-drive threads 
to provide maximum torque with minute adjustment 
capabilities for precise sight alignment. 

The reversible press block features multiple contact 
surfaces for almost any size and style of press-fit  
dovetail slots and sight profiles. The slide cradle is 
adjustable, with non-marring contact surfaces to  
deliver a secure hold on both 1911 pistols and pistols 
with flat-bottom slides. The Master Sight Pusher also 
includes spring-loaded vertical adjustment knobs 
as well as a safe lock anti-torsion frame for optimal 
control.

 “Upgrading pistol sights is one of the first things 
serious shooters will do to their handguns, and night 
sight upgrades are especially important to home and 
personal defense practitioners,” said Howard Tripp, 
Real Avid Chief Innovation Officer. “The problem many 
DIY enthusiasts face is conquering the press-fit dovetail 
configuration found on the most popular handguns. 
Lacking the proper removal and installation tools, the 
task is difficult, and that expensive gun or sight set can 
be easily damaged. Our new Master Sight Pusher  
eliminates this problem and is adaptable to work with 
most 1911 and striker-fired pistols on the market today.”

The oversized and comfortable Easy Torque Handle 
makes turning a breeze and features an integrated  
3/8 ratchet receiver to provide additional leverage for 
pushing stubborn or seized sights. A heavy-duty grip 
helps secure the tool while turning the oversized  
Easy Torque Handle. 

Change press-fit 
sights like a pro!
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P E L I C A N  P R O T E C T I O N  A N D  L I G H T I N G  T O O L S : 
B U I LT  F O R  A N Y T H I N G / A N Y  P L A C E / A N Y  T I M E .

    

SURVIVAL STORY

©2021 Pelican Products, Inc. All trademarks are registered and/or unregistered trademarks of Pelican Products, Inc., its subsidiaries and/or affi  liates. 

BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark of Bluetooth Sig, Inc.

CONTACT YOUR KROLL  REPRESENTAT IVE  FOR DE TAILS

Pelican ™ lighting tools and cases are trusted by 
some of the largest Police and Law Enforcement 
departments in America. With features like Press N 
Pull ™ latches, watertight seals, and an automatic 
purge valve, your fi rearms will be protected in the 
harshest environments. Choose from compact to 
long sizes; we have a size to fi t most fi rearm sizes 
and accessories. 
Pelican lighting tools have a range of features 
from multiple beams, USB rechargeability, 

self-programmable modes, and downcast LED 
technology. These lights will ensure you are never 
caught in the dark. 
Pelican™ Remote Area Lighting Systems (RALS) 
provide battery-powered lighting that is portable 
and lightweight. With multiple heads and Bluetooth™

activation (select models), you can light up a 
security checkpoint or command center with the 
push of a button.

10+ REMOTE ARE A 
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

• SILENT PERFORMANCE
• NO FL AMMABLE FUEL
• ELIMINATED TRIP HA ZARDS
• NO EXHAUST FUMES
• REMOTE ACTIVATION
• LOW HE AT SIGNATURE

1 0 0 +  P R OT E C T I V E 
C A S E  S I Z E S

• CRUSH PROOF 
•  DUST PROOF 
•  WATER RESISTANT

90+ LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

•   INCLUDING 10+ TACTICAL 
FL ASHLIGHTS,  WITH MULTIPLE 
MODES & ACCESSORIES
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technology. These lights will ensure you are never 
caught in the dark. 
Pelican™ Remote Area Lighting Systems (RALS) 
provide battery-powered lighting that is portable 
and lightweight. With multiple heads and Bluetooth™

activation (select models), you can light up a 
security checkpoint or command center with the 
push of a button.

10+ REMOTE ARE A 
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
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• NO FL AMMABLE FUEL
• ELIMINATED TRIP HA ZARDS
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• CRUSH PROOF 
•  DUST PROOF 
•  WATER RESISTANT

90+ LIGHTING SOLUT IONS

•   INCLUDING 10+ TACT ICAL 
FL ASHLIGHTS,  WITH MULT IPLE 
MODES & ACCESSORIES
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Pelican™ Remote Area Lighting Systems (RALS) 
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security checkpoint or command center with the 
push of a button.
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Low Profile
Protection

www.highspeedgear.com

The Apex™ sling is a 2-point, quick-adjust sling for 
rifles, carbines and similarly sized weapons. It was 
designed to be low-profile with a waterproof pad 
for comfort and durability. Our Apex™ Sling was 
created with our patent-pending Double-Tap Slider™, 
which allows quick adjustment and offers 2 levels of 
friction (High and Low) to match the users preference. 

The Core™ Plate Carrier was designed for 
varying professions and backgrounds as a 
low-profile, streamlined, and affordale plate 
carrier. The versatility of the Core™ allows 
users to have easy on/off access with side-release 
buckle side straps and MOLLE on the front 
and back of the carrier. It is available in four 
differeent sizes to fit most plates. The sizes fit 
SAPI plates from small, medium, large and XL.  

Apex™ Sling

Core™ Plate 
Carrier



At Armament Systems and Procedures (better 
known to police officers around the world as 
ASP), we have a relentless, laser focus on  
providing the best possible equipment and  
training to law enforcement professionals. Our  
products — most notably expandable batons, 
handcuffs, tactical flashlights and specialized 
training equipment — are all geared towards 
optimal officer performance and safety. But as 
personal safety and self defense have become 
increasingly high-profile topics in the world at 
large, we’ve seen increasing civilian interest 
in some of our products. So here we’ll take a look 
at some opportunities for “crossover” education 
and sales opportunities.

OC Defenders
ASP Defenders contain law enforcement-grade 
OC (pepper spray), with the maximum allowable 
concentration (1.33% major capsaicinoids). So 
what’s inside is the same as the formulation 
officers carry on their duty belts. But unlike bulky, 
“canned” pepper spray, Defenders have a unique, 
slim form factor that is easy to carry in a pocket  
or purse, or on a keyring. They also feature 
replaceable OC inserts, so you don’t need to 
throw out the Defender when the contents need 
replacing — just buy an inexpensive replacement 
insert. So, civilian customers get the best of both 
worlds: police potency in a consumer-friendly 
delivery device.

Tactical Flashlights
Most police officers carry at least two flashlights, 
often three. In fact, at ASP, we preach that when 
it comes to flashlights “two is one, one is none… 
and none is stupid.” From a personal safety  
standpoint, the first priority is to have at least  
one ultra-bright light, like our new 1900 lumen  
Raptor. In our law enforcement training programs, 
we teach officers to use overpowering light to  
Distract, Disorient and Disable (our “Three Ds”), 
and these tactics are incredibly valuable to 
civilians as well. Unlike a cop who usually has 
a duty to engage rather than retreat, the man 

or woman on the street is almost always wise 
to avoid a fight. A blindingly intense light in an 
assailant’s eyes can buy the time needed to get 
away, with the additional benefits of illuminating 
the area and perhaps drawing attention  
from others.

Expandable Batons
This one is a little touchier. We do get a lot of 
inquiries from civilians about our expandable  
batons, especially compact, concealable types 
like our Agent and Protector models. As  
mentioned earlier, as a company our focus is  
on law enforcement, but we do understand and 
appreciate the heightened interest in less-
lethal options for personal defense. So our advice 
to dealers and consumers is to recognize and 
respect that these are police products, and often 
highly regulated. So any civilian considering  
purchasing an expandable baton — and  
any dealer considering selling them — is  
responsible for understanding and abiding  
by any applicable laws. 

There are many law enforcement (and law- 
enforcement-inspired) tools and techniques from 
which anyone interested in personal safety can 
benefit. But regardless of the gear they choose, 
the most important advice is to get solid, ongoing 
self defense training.

Take a Cue from the People in Blue
 Educate your customers about law enforcement products with civilian “crossover” potential

By Michael Hess, Vice President of Marketing, ASP
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Packaged Base 2.0 Legging
1343247
Black (001) | M-3X
MSRP $60.00 | MAP $60.00
Your Price $36.00

Packaged Base 2.0
1343244
Black (001) | SM-3X
MSRP $60.00 | MAP $60.00
Your Price $36.00

Tac Blackout Glove 2.0 
1341834 
Black (001) 
MSRP $30.00  | MAP $30.00 
Your Price $18.00
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(not pictured)
Women’s Stellar Tactical Boots 
1276374  • Black (001) 
MSRP $84.99  | MAP $84.99 
Your Price $50.99

Women’s Micro G Valsetz Mid 
3023742 
Black (001) 
MSRP $125.00 | MAP $125.00 
Your Price $75.00

Micro G Valsetz 
3023743 
Black (001), Ridge Reaper Camo (900) 
MSRP $135.00 | MAP $135.00 | Your Price $81.00

Women’s Micro G Valsetz 
3023744 • Black (001) 
MSRP $135.00  | MAP $135.00 | Your Price $81.00

Micro G Valsetz Zip 
3023748 
Black (001) 
MSRP $140.00 | MAP $140.00 
Your Price $84.00

Stellar Tactical Boots 
1268951  • Black (001) 
MSRP $84.99 | MAP $84.99 
Your Price $50.99

Micro G Valsetz Mid 
3023741 
Black (001), Pitch Gray (100) 
Coyote (200),
Victory Green/Khaki (300) 
MSRP $125.00  | MAP $125.00 
Your Price $75.00

New High
Performance

Footwear
for Fall
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IN-STOCK SURVIVAL +
OUTDOOR GEAR FOR FALL

5ive Star Gear® is one of the leading suppliers of outdoor gear and personal equipment
to military/tactical personnel, outdoor enthusiast, and survivalist. 

Shop These In-Stock Best Sellers And More Today at krollcorp.com

5ive-star — Collapseible 
Water Bag, 5 Gallon
TSP-4707000
MSRP $6.95 | MAP $5.95
Your Price $3.45

5ive Star — Waterproof Laundry 
Bag GI SPEC OD Green
TSP-6355000
MSRP $26.95 | MAP $20.95
Your Price $12.95

Emergency Food Ration Bars
TSP-4845000
MSRP $13.95 | MAP $10.95
Your Price $6.54

5ive Star — Fifty-cent  
Convert Knife
TSP-5662000
MSRP $53.95 | MAP $39.95
Your Price $26.01

5ive Star — First Aid Trauma Kit 
Color: Black
TSP-5261000
MSRP $52.95 | MAP $39.95
Your Price $25.54

5ive Star - Molle 1QT 
Canteen Pouch, Coyote
TSP-6581000
MSRP $19.95 | MAP $15.95
Your Price $9.80

55%
DEALER
MARGIN



5ive Star — Waterproof Laundry 
Bag GI SPEC OD Green
TSP-6355000
MSRP $26.95 | MAP $20.95
Your Price $12.95

On Duty/Off Duty
Performance Apparel

OCP Uniform Pant 
TSP-1651 
MSRP $98.95  | MAP $69.95 
Your Price $47.39

OCP Uniform Coat 
TSP-1652 
MSRP $98.95  | MAP $69.95 
Your Price $47.39

24-7 Series® Original Tactical Pants 
TSP-1060 (Khaki), TSP-1061 
(Dark Navy) TSP-1062 (Black) 
TSP-1063 (Coyote),TSP-1074 (Navy)
TSP-1064 (OD Green), TSP-1065 (Brown)
TSP-1079 (Charcoal) 
MSRP 68.95  | MAP $49.95 
Your Price $31.95

Women’s 24-7 Series® EMS Pants 
TSP-1124 (Black), TSP-1125 (Navy) 
MSRP  $68.95  | MAP $49.95 
Your Price $33.14

LAPD Blue 1/4 Zip Job Shirt 
TSP-2200 
MSRP $59.95  | MAP $54.95 
Your Price $34.60

24- Series® Basic Blend Polo 
Shirt 
TSP-9806 
MSRP $34.95 | Your Price $7.20

24-7 Series®  LE Softshell Jacket 
TSP-2094 (Navy) 
MSRP $133.95  | MAP $99.95 
Your Price $58.95
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Trijicon RMR
®

 cc
Ruggedized Miniature Reflex

for Concealed Carry

Split seconds matter. The new Trijicon RMR®cc has a thinner, lower-profile design that reduces the risk of snags for a faster and easier draw. 

Although smaller, the RMRcc keeps all the great features of the RMR. Easy-to-use buttons, a common 2032 battery with up to 4 years of 

illumination, and a wide variety of mounts to fit today’s popular concealed carry pistols, the RMRcc is the clear choice in personal defense. 

Shoot more accurately with a single, crisp, clear aiming point superimposed on your target. Once zeroed in, where you see the dot is 

where your bullet will impact. Your eyes never need to leave the threat which allows you to stay focused on the situation. 

Born from the industry-leading Trijicon RMR®, the new RMR®cc has the same reliability you expect, designed for concealed carry. The 

slimmer design fits a variety of pistols providing comfort during everyday carry. Carry confidently with a sight that increases your 

speed, improves your accuracy, and keeps your focus on the target.

Everyday Reliability1

Designed for Defense2

Easy to Adopt3

• ruggedized electronic design
• unique shape protects lens from drops and bumps
• 4-year battery life – ready when you need it

• snag-free design, easier to carry, easier to draw
• multiple illumination options for any lighting condition
• target-focused shooting with both eyes open

• slim, low-profile design with easy-to-use buttons
• mounting adapters for popular pistols
• uses common CR2032 battery Visit Trijicon.com/Science to learn more.

The Science of Brilliant®Confidence in Carrying
At Trijicon, we are bound by a commitment to industry-

leading research, design, and testing to seek innovative 

aiming solutions that constantly redefine “brilliant.” That’s why 

Trijicon products are subjected to the below testing methods.

Alaska-to-Africa Tested   |   Solid Zero Tested   |   Drop Tested

Vibration Tested   |   Immersion Tested
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Blade  
Finish/Coating 
Black Cerakote 
coating with 
satin grind

©2020 Trijicon, Inc.  |  Wixom, Michigan USA  |  Phone: 1-800-338-0563  |  info@trijicon.com
Specifications subject to change without notice.  |  PML4083w Rev(0) 0820

Trijicon.com/RMRcc

RMR
®

cc / RMR
®

 Comparison

1.8 in. Length

1.8 in. Length

0.9 in. Width

0.9 in.

RMR®cc

1.1 in. Width

1.0 in.

RMR® 

(Adjustable LED)

*Reticles not shown to scale. 

Smith & Wesson
®

Pistol Model Mount Part #

M&P Shield M2.0 AC32091

M&P Shield M2.0 CORE AC32092

M&P 380, 9mm Shield EZ AC32093

M&P Shield Bodyguard 380 AC32094

Glock
®

Pistol Model Mount Part #

All Dovetail models
(17, 19, 22, 24, 32, 42, 43, 

43X, 45, 48 etc.)
AC32098

All MOS Guns AC32099

Walther
®

Pistol Model Mount Part #

PPS AC32103

Fits Many Popular Pistols

Key Features

Available Reticles

3.25 MOA Dot*
CC06-C-3100001

6.5 MOA Dot*
CC07-C-3100002

 Why the unique footprint?
 The RMR®cc has a unique footprint in order to 

pack all the RMR
®

 features in a compact package 
while maintaining the legendary durability for 
which Trijicon is best known

 Waterproof up to 66 ft / 20m

 Durable 7075-T6 Aluminum Housing

 User-Control Illumination Settings
 A - 8 Brightness Settings Including 1 Super Bright 

Mode and 2 Night Vision Modes

 B - “Lock-out” Mode Secures the
 Auto-Brightness Setting which is Ideal for
 Everyday Carry

 C - “Lock-in” Mode Secures the User-
 Chosen Brightness Setting Indefinitely

Sig Sauer
®

Pistol Model Mount Part #

365 AC32095

365 XL AC32096

938 AC32097

Kimber
®

Pistol Model Mount Part #

1911 and Ultra Carry AC32101

Micro 9 AC32102

Springfield Armory
®

Pistol Model Mount Part #

All XDS models AC32097

Hellcat Iron Sight AC32097

Hellcat OSP AC32092

 Additional mounts coming soon.
Please check Trijicon.com for the most up-to-date information.

A B C

For a full list of accessories visit Trijicon.com.
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QuiqLitePro
QL-Q-PRORW (Red/White) 
QL-Q-PROBW (Blue/White)
QL-Q-PROWW (White/White) 
QL-Q-PROUVW (UV/White)
MSRP $26.95 | MAP $24.96
Your Price $16.23
Additional Pricing for UV Light Model

QuiqLiteMed | QL-Q-MED
MSRP $19.95 | Your Price $12.00

QuiqLiteX2 Aircraft 
Aluminum Body
QL-Q-QX2RW (Red/White) 
QL-QX2WW (White/White) 
MSRP $74.95
MAP $71.20
Your Price $51.67

QuiqLiteX 
QL-XUVW-2 (UV/White) 
QL-QXWW-2 (White/White) 
QL-QXRW-2 (Red/White) 
QL-QXBW-2 (Blue/White)
MSRP $41.95 | MAP $39.80
Your Price $26.05
Additional Pricing for UV Light Model

Shop The Best Selling Series Today

Purchase 12 QuiqLite’s and 
Receive a FREE Display 
(KM-QLDISPLAY)

HANDS FREE
HAS NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT

ALWAYS ON THE JOB
On Duty + Off Duty

QuiqLite Hands Free Lights
Convenient, Time Efficient and 
High Performance LED Lighting
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ALL IN ONE EVERYDAY CARRY TOOL

49

Excellent Stocking
Stuffer & Gift 



Visit www.elbeco.com/outerwearVisit www.elbeco.com/outerwear

• ANSI 2 HiVis 
features to Stay 
Visible

• 3-in-1 System for 
Enhanced Comfort

• Magnet Pocket 
Closures for 
stealth easy 
access

• Fully Sealed 
Seams for 
Ultimate 
Protection

Intense Protection for All ConditionsIntense Protection for All Conditions
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Q: How did you hear about Bobster/Zan  
Headgear and what lead you to seek them out?  
A: Bobster sponsored the Southern California Gang 
Conference. At that event, the staff there answered 
numerous product questions and had product  
samples available to view and handle.  

Q: What was your first impression?  
A: Quality materials, various styles, and numerous 
product applications. As a repeat customer, I was 
able to find new designs and try something totally 
different. Their selection changes often and  
their product offering is always up to date with  
current styles.

Q: What was your first interaction like?  
A: The Bobster reps are extremely informative 
about the product features, very responsive,  
and knowledgeable. They don’t try to sell you 
something you aren’t looking for but are  
methodically helping you find the right product  
for your application. 

Q: Why/what did you first purchase from  
Bobster/Zan?  
A: Polarized sunglasses. I needed something  
with shatter proof lenses with also offered high 
quality optics.

Q: Regarding the products you’ve purchased, 
why did you choose them over the competition?  
A:  Availability, accessibility, and price point. 

Q:  How has the customer service been  
compared to similar companies? 
A:  Customer service has met or exceeded  
expectations. 

Q: If you could describe Bobster/Zan to a fellow 
officer, what would you say?  
A:  Bobster and Zan offer a wide variety of products 
with many applications. Everything from balaclavas, 
to polarized sun wear, to ballistic eyewear. Price 
point is manageable and product quality and  
durability will not disappoint. 

Bobster www.bobster.com is the eyewear brand 
from Balboa Manufacturing. For head, neck, face 
and arm protection, please feel free to visit  
Zanheadgear at www.zanheadgear.com .

Since 1994, Bobster® has specialized in designing performance eyewear for active lifestyles and extreme 
activities. We have built our reputation on durable, functional sunglasses and goggles that stand up to any 
challenge. Bobster® strives to combine the latest in eyewear technology, with modernt style, so that our  
customers look great on the street or shooting range. As the current product-of-choice for those concerned 
with eye safety and protection, Bobster® has continued to expand our offerings in the safety, law enforcement, 
military and power sports industries. We are distributed in over 30 countries and offer a limited lifetime  
warranty — all from our facility in sunny San Diego, California.
 Recently we sat down with a 30-year law enforcement officer who worked in federal, county and state 
offices to discuss his experience with Bobster products. He has 14 years’ experience as a firearms instructor 
and was a founding member of the Southern California Gang Conference. His name and image are being 
withheld for obvious reasons.

Firearms Expert Shares His Experience 
Using Bobster Products

Visit www.elbeco.com/outerwearVisit www.elbeco.com/outerwear

• ANSI 2 HiVis 
features to Stay 
Visible

• 3-in-1 System for 
Enhanced Comfort

• Magnet Pocket 
Closures for 
stealth easy 
access

• Fully Sealed 
Seams for 
Ultimate 
Protection

Intense Protection for All ConditionsIntense Protection for All Conditions
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 OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
511TACT ICAL .COM

Visit http://www.511Tactical.com/customer-service/disclaimers/for 
our full disclosure on BBP (blood-borne pathogen) resistant items.

BLACK 019

BLACK 019

DARK NAVY 724

DARK NAVY 724

Visit http://www.511Tactical.com/customer-service/disclaimers/for 
our full disclosure on BBP (blood-borne pathogen) resistant items.

Includes convertible 
fleece jacket.

Includes convertible 
fleece jacket.

Customizable ID panel.

Customizable ID panel.

Fleece jacket converts 
to a vest.

Fleece jacket converts 
to a vest.

Adjustable hood.

Adjustable hood.

5-48358 3-in-1 Parka™ 2.0
XS-4XL, 48358T M-2XL Tall | $177.19

5-48360 5-in-1 Jacket™ 2.0 
XS-4XL Regular, 48360T M-2XL Tall  | $177.19

REGULAR FIT

REGULAR FIT

Compromise is not an option when lives and safety are on the line. 
Professionals need the best when working in the worst weather and 
conditions. That’s why we’ve introduced our 5-in-1 Jacket 2.0. It’s 
8% lighter than its predecessor and much more flexible thanks to an 
outer shell of mechanical stretch polyester. The fully seam-sealed 10K 
waterproof and 10K breathable fabric with DWR provides Blood Borne 
Pathogen resistance*. When it’s pouring, cover up with the removable 
hood that can be rolled into the collar or stored in back pocket. A new 
Quixip® system on the sides offers enhanced ventilation and rapid firearm 
access. The two-piece setup’s removable interior liner features zip-off 
sleeves and a side zipper to provide even more versatility. Tech fleece 
construction ensures years of service and, when coupled with the shock 
cord at the hem, keeps warmth in. Add a pair of document pockets on 
both layers, and you have the 5.11® answer to tough situations. Imported.

We took our original 3-in-1 Parka™ and re-engineered it to perform even
better. The 3-in-1 Parka 2.0 offers mechanical stretch for improved
flexibility in the field — and it’s now 13% lighter. Upgraded with an
improved 10K waterproof and 10K breathable fabric with DWR, the
3-in-1 Parka 2.0 provides Blood Borne Pathogen resistance*. The 
sixpocket outer shell features mic loops, camera loop kit, hood that can
be rolled into the collar or detached and stored in back pocket, hidden
utility pockets and pull out ID panels for easy on duty identification. A
5.11  ReadyPocket™ on both the left and right chest stores your phone,
sunglasses or extra magazines. We added a new Quixip  system on the
sides for rapid firearm access and enhanced ventilation. The warm and
breathable fleece liner, with improved lining, cuffs and added document
pockets, doubles as a standalone five-pocket tactical jacket when
removed. You’ll be ready for any cold-weather mission with the 3-in-1
Parka 2.0. Imported.

3-IN-1 PARKA™ 2.0

5-IN-1 JACKET™ 2.0

 + Outer: 100% polyester hardshell 2L plain weave w/mechanical stretch, 
5.2-oz., BBP, DWR | Inner: 100% poly tech fleece
 + 10K/10K waterproof/breathable rating with Blood Borne Pathogen 
resistance* 
Fully seam sealed
 + Quixip® system at side seams 
 + Warm and breathable removable inner fleece jacket

 + Outer: 100% polyester, hardshell, 2L plain weave w/mechanical stretch, 
5.2-oz., DWR, BBP | Inner: 100% poly tech fleece
 + 10K/10K waterproof/breathable rating with Blood Borne Pathogen 
resistance*.
 + Fully seam sealed
 + Quixip system at side seams
 + Warm and breathable removable inner fleece jacket

OUTERWEAR

 OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
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Visit http://www.511Tactical.com/customer-service/disclaimers/for 
our full disclosure on BBP (blood-borne pathogen) resistant items.

BLACK 019

BLACK 019

DARK NAVY 724

DARK NAVY 724

Visit http://www.511Tactical.com/customer-service/disclaimers/for 
our full disclosure on BBP (blood-borne pathogen) resistant items.

Includes convertible 
fleece jacket.

Includes convertible 
fleece jacket.

Customizable ID panel.

Customizable ID panel.

Fleece jacket converts 
to a vest.

Fleece jacket converts 
to a vest.

Adjustable hood.

Adjustable hood.

5-48358 3-in-1 Parka™ 2.0
XS-4XL, 48358T M-2XL Tall | $177.19

5-48360 5-in-1 Jacket™ 2.0 
XS-4XL Regular, 48360T M-2XL Tall  | $177.19

REGULAR FIT

REGULAR FIT

Compromise is not an option when lives and safety are on the line. 
Professionals need the best when working in the worst weather and 
conditions. That’s why we’ve introduced our 5-in-1 Jacket 2.0. It’s 
8% lighter than its predecessor and much more flexible thanks to an 
outer shell of mechanical stretch polyester. The fully seam-sealed 10K 
waterproof and 10K breathable fabric with DWR provides Blood Borne 
Pathogen resistance*. When it’s pouring, cover up with the removable 
hood that can be rolled into the collar or stored in back pocket. A new 
Quixip® system on the sides offers enhanced ventilation and rapid firearm 
access. The two-piece setup’s removable interior liner features zip-off 
sleeves and a side zipper to provide even more versatility. Tech fleece 
construction ensures years of service and, when coupled with the shock 
cord at the hem, keeps warmth in. Add a pair of document pockets on 
both layers, and you have the 5.11® answer to tough situations. Imported.

We took our original 3-in-1 Parka™ and re-engineered it to perform even
better. The 3-in-1 Parka 2.0 offers mechanical stretch for improved
flexibility in the field — and it’s now 13% lighter. Upgraded with an
improved 10K waterproof and 10K breathable fabric with DWR, the
3-in-1 Parka 2.0 provides Blood Borne Pathogen resistance*. The 
sixpocket outer shell features mic loops, camera loop kit, hood that can
be rolled into the collar or detached and stored in back pocket, hidden
utility pockets and pull out ID panels for easy on duty identification. A
5.11  ReadyPocket™ on both the left and right chest stores your phone,
sunglasses or extra magazines. We added a new Quixip  system on the
sides for rapid firearm access and enhanced ventilation. The warm and
breathable fleece liner, with improved lining, cuffs and added document
pockets, doubles as a standalone five-pocket tactical jacket when
removed. You’ll be ready for any cold-weather mission with the 3-in-1
Parka 2.0. Imported.

3-IN-1 PARKA™ 2.0

5-IN-1 JACKET™ 2.0

 + Outer: 100% polyester hardshell 2L plain weave w/mechanical stretch, 
5.2-oz., BBP, DWR | Inner: 100% poly tech fleece
 + 10K/10K waterproof/breathable rating with Blood Borne Pathogen 
resistance* 
Fully seam sealed
 + Quixip® system at side seams 
 + Warm and breathable removable inner fleece jacket

 + Outer: 100% polyester, hardshell, 2L plain weave w/mechanical stretch, 
5.2-oz., DWR, BBP | Inner: 100% poly tech fleece
 + 10K/10K waterproof/breathable rating with Blood Borne Pathogen 
resistance*.
 + Fully seam sealed
 + Quixip system at side seams
 + Warm and breathable removable inner fleece jacket

OUTERWEAR

 OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
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COMFORT & 
UTILITY 
STRAIGHT OUT OF THE BOX

5-12406 Women’s A.T.A.C. 2.0 8” Storm | 5-10 | $94.16

5-12392 A.T.A.C. 2.0 8” Storm | 4,5,6-12,13,14,15 Regular, 
7-12,13,14 Wide | $94.16

 + Ortholite Achilles cuff for comfort
 + YKK side zipper
 + Slip- and oil-resistant outsole
 + SlipStream waterproof BBP membrane

5.11® A/T 2.0 8” STORM

BLACK 019

5-12411 Norris Sneaker | R: 4, 5, 6, 7-12, 13 | $72.90

 + Nylon/suede upper, scratch rubber toe for durability & protection
 + Vibram® Marbrani outsole with XS Trek 
 + New full length dual durometer Ortholite® footbed
 + Ortholite® upper cuff for comfort, heel hold & protection 
 + ASTM F2413-11 PR Puncture Resistant Certified

NORRIS SNEAKER

BLACK STORM DARK COYOTE COYOTE

FOOTWEAR
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PROFESSIONAL TEES SHORT SLEEVE CLASSIC FIT

5-72318  Men’s Long Sleeve Performance Polo | XS-3XL | $20.50

 + 100% polyester jersey knit features Enduro-Flex™ properties, 6.8-oz., 
wicking & anti-odor finish
 + Snag & wrinkle resistant fabric accepts embroidery  
& silk screening well
 + Dual pen pockets at left sleeve and mic loops at shoulders & chest

LONG SLEEVE PERFORMANCE POLO CLASSIC FIT

FIRE NAVY 720

5-72314 1/4 Zip Job Shirt | S-3XL | $44.55

HEATHER GREY 016 FIRE NAVY 720 FIRE NAVY 720BLACK 019 RANGE RED 477

5-72441 Utility Job Shirt XS-4XL, L-5XL Tall (72441T) | $30.38

 + Body: 82% cotton/ 18% polyester French terry fleece, 10.2-oz., non-
fade & oil repellancy | Overlays: 100% cotton canvas
 + Mic clip pockets set into left/right shoulder seams
 + Right chest drop pocket
 + Left upper sleeve pen pocket
 + Reinforced elbow patches

 + Body: 60% cotton/ 40% polyester French terry fleece, 10.2-oz., non-
fade & oil repellancy | Overlays: 100% cotton canvas
 + Mic clip pockets set into left/right shoulder seams
 + Right chest drop pocket
 + Left upper sleeve pen pocket
 + Reinforced elbow patches

1/4 ZIP JOB SHIRTS UTILITY JOB SHIRTS 

MEN’S TOPS

DUTY 
NEVER 
QUITS 
NEITHER SHOULD YOUR GEAR
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MEN’S PANTS

BLACK 019

RANGER GREEN 186

KHAKI 055

DARK NAVY 724

DARK NAVY 724

KANGAROO 134

5-74434 Apex Pant 
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 waist,30-36 even inseams  
| $52.15 
also available in women’s sizing

 + 67% polyester/ 33% cotton Flex-Tac  canvas, 6.4-oz., Teflon™ finish
 + Comfort waist with internal flex cuff pocket
 + Handcuff key pocket inside rear waist and inside of hem
 + Zippered low profile cargo pockets with internal storage
 + Back yoke utility pockets

APEX PANT STRAIGHT FIT

DARK NAVY 724

BLACK 019 KHAKI 055

RANGER GREEN 186

KANGAROO 134

5-74512 ABR™ Pro Pant 
0-20 evens, Regular and Long inseams | $40.00 
also available in women’s sizing

STRAIGHT FITABR™  PRO PANT

 + 71% polyester/ 29% cotton FlexLite™ ripstop, 5.6-oz, Teflon™ | Stretch 
panels: 87% polyester/ 13% elastane, 4.7-oz., DWR+ Comfort waist
 + Reinforced seat & knees
 + Trademarked back slash pockets and fade resistant tool strap
 + D-ring on wearers right front belt loop

5-74369 Men’s Stryke® Pants 
28-54 evens, Inseams: 30-36 even | $53.16 
also available in women’s sizing

 + Self-adjusting tunnel waistband
 + Gusseted construction
 + Articulated knees with knee pad pocket
 + Bar tacking at major seams & stress points
 + 12 pockets sized for tactical use
 + YKK® zippers & Prym® snaps

DARK NAVY 724

TDU GREEN 190BLACK 019 STORM 092

RANGER GREEN 186

5.11 STRYKE® PANT CLASSIC FIT

5-74003 TDU Ripstop Pant  
 XS-4XL (Short/Regular/Long) | $34.43

BLACK 019

TDU RIPSTOP PANT

 + 65% polyester/ 35% cotton ripstop, 7.5-oz., Teflon™
 + Self-adjusting tunnel waistband
 + Cargo pockets with internal storage compartments
 + Double-reinforced seat
 + Internal knee pad ready

RELAXED FIT

TDU KHAKI 162 TDU GREEN 190

BROWN 108
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5-64301 Women’s EMS Pant 
2-20 even, Inseams: Regular = 31”, Long = 35” | $44.05

 + Adjustable waistband
 + Trademarked back strap and slash pockets
 + Reinforced hand pockets and back hem guard
 + Nylon reinforced scissor pockets with tape straps
 + Expandable cargo pockets and lower leg pockets
 + Internal knee pad ready
 + Double-time belt loops
 + Gusseted construction
 + 19 pockets

WOMEN’S EMS PANT

DARK NAVY 724BLACK 019

DARK NAVY 724

BLACK 019 KHAKI 055 STORM 092

COYOTE 120 TDU GREEN 190 TUNDRA 192

5-64386 Women’s 5.11 Stryke® Pant
0-20 even, Inseams: Regular = 31”, Long = 35” | $53.16

 + 65% polyester/ 35% cotton Flex-Tac® mechanical 
stretch ripstop, 6.8-oz., Teflon™ finish
 + Fixed waistband
 + Gusseted construction
 + Articulated knees with knee pad pocket
 + Bar tacking at major seams & stress points

WOMEN’S 5.11 STRYKE® PANT

WOMEN’S PANTS
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RUSH12™ 2.0 BACKPACK

RUSH24™ 2.0 BACKPACK

RUSH72™ 2.0 BACKPACK

 + 1050D Nylon
 + 18”H x 11”L x 8.25”D
 + 1,476 cubic inch / 24-liter total capacity
 + Weight 1.43kgs
 + 5.11’s signature CenterLine™ design
 + Fleece lined pocket, dual front zippered pockets
 + Dual internal mesh pockets, padded laptop sleeve
 + Hidden CCW compartment with loop panel
 + Hydration and RUSH Tier compatible
 + External web MOLLE with nametape and flag loop

 + 1050D Nylon
 + 20” H x 12.5” L x 10”D
 + 2,275 cubic inch / 37-liter total capacity
 + Weight 1.745kgs
 + 5.11’s signature CenterLine™ design
 + Fleece lined pocket, dual front and side zippered pockets
 + Dual internal mesh pockets, padded laptop sleeve
 + Hidden CCW compartment with loop panel
 + Hydration and RUSH Tier compatible
 + External web MOLLE with nametape and flag loop

 + 1050D Nylon
 + 23” H x 13.5” L x 10.5” D
 + 3,342 cubic inch / 55-liter total capacity
 + Weight 2.4kgs
 + 5.11’s signature CenterLine™ design
 + Fleece lined pocket, Shove-It compartment, front/side zippered pockets
 + Hidden CCW compartment
 + Laptop, hydration, RUSH Tier compatible
 + Reinforced back panel with aluminum stay bar, waist strap
 + Web MOLLE with nametape/flag loop

24L

5-56561 RUSH12™ 2.0 Backpack | 24L | $65.81

5-56563 RUSH24™ 2.0 Backpack | 37L | $86.06

5-56565 RUSH72™ 2.0 Backpack | 55L | $118.46

37L

55L

BLACK 019 DOUBLE TAP 026  KANGAROO 134 RANGER GRN 186

BLACK 019 DOUBLE TAP 026  KANGAROO 134 RANGER GRN 186

DARK NAV Y 724

BLACK 019 DOUBLE TAP 026  KANGAROO 134 RANGER GRN 186

RUSH™ 2.0 BACKPACKS



RUSH12™ 2.0 BACKPACK

RUSH24™ 2.0 BACKPACK

RUSH72™ 2.0 BACKPACK

 + 1050D Nylon
 + 18”H x 11”L x 8.25”D
 + 1,476 cubic inch / 24-liter total capacity
 + Weight 1.43kgs
 + 5.11’s signature CenterLine™ design
 + Fleece lined pocket, dual front zippered pockets
 + Dual internal mesh pockets, padded laptop sleeve
 + Hidden CCW compartment with loop panel
 + Hydration and RUSH Tier compatible
 + External web MOLLE with nametape and flag loop

 + 1050D Nylon
 + 20” H x 12.5” L x 10”D
 + 2,275 cubic inch / 37-liter total capacity
 + Weight 1.745kgs
 + 5.11’s signature CenterLine™ design
 + Fleece lined pocket, dual front and side zippered pockets
 + Dual internal mesh pockets, padded laptop sleeve
 + Hidden CCW compartment with loop panel
 + Hydration and RUSH Tier compatible
 + External web MOLLE with nametape and flag loop

 + 1050D Nylon
 + 23” H x 13.5” L x 10.5” D
 + 3,342 cubic inch / 55-liter total capacity
 + Weight 2.4kgs
 + 5.11’s signature CenterLine™ design
 + Fleece lined pocket, Shove-It compartment, front/side zippered pockets
 + Hidden CCW compartment
 + Laptop, hydration, RUSH Tier compatible
 + Reinforced back panel with aluminum stay bar, waist strap
 + Web MOLLE with nametape/flag loop

24L

5-56561 RUSH12™ 2.0 Backpack | 24L | $65.81

5-56563 RUSH24™ 2.0 Backpack | 37L | $86.06

5-56565 RUSH72™ 2.0 Backpack | 55L | $118.46

37L

55L

BLACK 019 DOUBLE TAP 026  KANGAROO 134 RANGER GRN 186

BLACK 019 DOUBLE TAP 026  KANGAROO 134 RANGER GRN 186

DARK NAV Y 724

BLACK 019 DOUBLE TAP 026  KANGAROO 134 RANGER GRN 186

RUSH™ 2.0 BACKPACKS

37L

 KANGAROO 134

5-56638 FAST-TAC 24 Backpack | $67.84

 + 600D Polyester
 + 20” H x 12.5” L x 8” D main compartment
 + 12.5” x 11” x 2” front pocket
 + 17” x 12.5” 2-liter hydration pocket
 + 2275 cubic inch / 37-liter total capacity
 + Weight 1.875kgs
 + Front lower pocket with internal slip and zippered pockets, admin org
 + Top zippered pocket with internal slip pockets
 + External front laser-cut and side web MOLLE with 6x1 name tapes
 + Fleece lined eyewear/media pocket
 + Dual side zippered pockets with internal slip pockets
 + Padded laptop sleeve with dual zippered pockets in main compartment
 + Rear hydration compartment
 + Contoured yoke shoulder strap system with web MOLLE
 + RUSH Tier compatible

FAST-TAC 24 BACKPACK

BLACK 019

5-59012 Patrol Ready™ Bag | $49.61

 + Durable carrying handles w/secure closure
 + Removable shoulder strap
 + Two front water bottle pockets with elastic retention
 + Front pocket with hook/loop closure and transparent                             
ID/business card window
 + Two side zippered pockets
 + Large loop panel on top lid exterior
 + Admin and zippered org pockets on lid interior
 + Removable internal dividers
 + Hook/loop straps on top of back panel for baton 
 + Fully padded construction for stability

 + 1050D Nylon
 + 7.5”H x 3.0”W x 2.0”D
 + 45 cubic inch / 0.7 liter total capacity
 + First-aid specific internal slip pockets
 + One-hand accessible
 + Secure tourniquet storage with elastic band
 + Hot-Pull™ tab for instant access

 + Synthetic suede palm with textured grip 
overlay
 + 4-way stretch breathable top
 + Adjustable hook and loop wrist closure
 + Neoprene wrist keeps out moisture and 
debris
 + Ring cut index and middle fingers
 + Sweat wipe panel on thumb
 + Reinforced cuff seam/ pull tab
 + TAA compliant
 + EN388:2016- 2 1 2 1 X

PATROL READY™ BAG

3.6 MED KIT

TAC A3 GLOVE

BLACK 019

BLACK 019

BLACK 019

40L

 KANGAROO 134

5-56637 FAST-TAC 12 Backpack| $52.65

 + 600D Polyester
 + 18” x 11” x 6.5” main compartment
 + 12” x 9” x 1.75” bottom front compartment
 + 17” x 11” 1.5-liter hydration pocket
 + 1,586 cubic inch / 26-liter total capacity
 + Weight 1.48kgs
 + Front lower pocket with internal slip and zippered pockets, admin org
 + Front top zippered pocket
 + External front laser-cut and side web MOLLE with 6x1 name tapes
 + Fleece lined eyewear/media pocket
 + Padded laptop sleeve and zippered mesh pocket in main compartment
 + Rear hydration compartment
 + Contoured yoke shoulder strap system with web MOLLE
 + RUSH Tier compatible

FAST-TAC 12 BACKPACK

BLACK 019

26L

BACKPACKS AND BAGS

5-56096 3.6 Med Kit | $23.04

5-59374 TAC A3 Glove | $19.49
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WIN the BELT

Hinge Ultra Plus Cuffs (Aluminum Bow)
56071

MSRP $84.00 | MAP $71.40
Your Price $56.00

Hinge Ultra Plus Cuffs (Steel Bow)
56070

MSRP $81.00 | MAP $68.85
Your Price $54.00

Chain Ultra Plus Cuffs (Steel Bow)
56060

MSRP $65.00 | MAP $55.25
Your Price $43.33

Palm (Compact) Defender
54950 (EMS Blue), 54954 (Tactical Black)
54955 (Gold), 54952 (Pewter)
54959 (Pink), 54951 (Violet)
54957 (Textured Black)*  
*Extra Charge for Textured Black
MSRP $35.00 | MAP $28.00 | Your Price $23.33

Key (Medium) Defender
55153 (Fire Red), 55154 (Tactical Black)
55155 (Gold), 55152 (Pewter)
55159 (Pink), 55151 (Violet)
55157 (Textured Black)* 
*Extra Charge for Textured Black
MSRP $37.00 | MAP $29.60 | Your Price $24.67

OC Defenders

Faster & Safer
Than Ever

NEW ULTRA PLUS 
CUFF SERIES

Now with game-changing 
keyless double locking

WIN THE BUSINESS
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Agent Infinity Airweight Concealable Baton 30 cm 
52220 
MSRP $149.00  | MAP $126.65  | Your Price $99.33

Agent Infinity Concealable Baton Steel Baton 40 cm 
52261 
MSRP $154.00  | MAP $130.90  | Your Price $102.67

Conceable Batons

Flashlights

Blue Line Handcuff Key 24 Piece Display 
The ASP Blue Line Handcuff Key program is a ready-to-sell merchandiser. 
pre-packed with 24 individually-carded Clip Keys. 

The display includes pre-printed, self-adhesive retail price callout discs at 
$6.50, $7.50 and $8.50, with an additional blank disc that lets you set your 
own selling price.

• Anodized aluminum body
• Stainless steel shaft

• Stainless steel double lock pin
• Spring steel pocket clip

Blue Line Key Self Merchandiser (24 pcs)
81925
MSRP $179.00 | MAP $152.15 | Your Price $119.33

33%
AVG. DEALER

MARGIN

Raptor DF with US Charge Kit
35674
MSRP $197.00 | MAP $157.60
Your Price $131.33

Spectrum DF - with US Charge Kit
35664
MSRP $150.00 | MAP $120.00
Your Price $100.00
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51819 DANVIEW TECHNOLOGY COURT
SHELBY TOWNSHIP, MICHIGAN 48315

“Testimonial that 
support choosing ASP, 
quote defines the 
competitive advantages 
of ASP products”

CHOOSE: ASP
“I just wanted to say, I have carried your Defender [pepper spray] for over 15 years. 2 days ago, I was working an off-duty 
detail, had it not been for my defender and its pepper goodness, I’d probably be dead. The short version of this, about  
30 people (not exaggerating) jumped me as I was working a security detail and was escorting them out. I recognized some 
pre-assault indicators and was able to stop 5 of the main aggressors, which allowed me to get everybody outside. I emptied 
my (pepper spray) insert, but without a doubt, had I not had it, had I not used it, I would not be here to write this thank you 
note. I’ve already replaced my insert, I love your product and me and my loved ones thank you dearly."

— Glen K., Police Officer, MS



Stainless Steel Shaft Heat Treated Pocket Clip Aluminum Body

NEW, Kroll Exclusive!

Compatible with all standard handcuffs
81200  Kroll Exclusive Sentry Handcuff Key  MSRP $9.99 | MAP $8.99 | Your Price $3.75

SENTRY
CUFF KEY

62%
DEALER
MARGIN!


